Abstract-We propose to increase the reliability of RAID level 5 arrays used for storing archival data. First, we identify groups of two or three identical RAID arrays. Second, we add to each group a shared parity disk containing the diagonal parities of their arrays. We show that the new organization can tolerate all double disk failures and between 75 and 89 percent of triple disk failures without incurring any data loss. As a result, the additional parity disk increases the mean time to data loss of the arrays in the group it protects by at least 14,000 percent.
INTRODUCTION
Archival storage systems differ in two important ways from conventional storage systems. First, they have to guarantee the integrity of their data over much longer periods of time, which often measure in decades. Second, these data are not supposed to be altered once they are stored in the system. As a result, archival storage systems tend to have much higher reliability requirements than most conventional storage systems. At the same time, the immutable nature of the data opens new avenues for the design of fault-tolerant storage architectures since the cost of update operations ceases to be an important consideration.
Wildani et al. [32] recently proposed a novel redundancy scheme for archival stores. They partition each disk into fixed-size "disklets" that are used to form conventional RAID stripes. In addition, they group these stripes into larger units, called "supergroups," and add to each supergroup one or more distinct "superparity" devices. The main advantage of the scheme is the higher reliability it provides, as superparity devices can participate in the recovery of reliability stripes that cannot recover on their own.
We propose here a streamlined variant of that concept. First, we do not partition disks and use instead conventional RAID arrays [7, 9, 20] . Second, we group these arrays into small groups of two to three identical arrays. Finally, we use a single superparity device to complement the parity blocks of the arrays in the group. The outcome of this process is an organization that can tolerate all double disk failures and between 75 and 89 percent of triple disk failures without incurring any data loss. As we will see, this improved reliability results in an increase of at least 14,000 percent of the mean time to data loss of the array pair.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces our technique. Section III evaluates the reliability of pairs of arrays with an extra parity disk. Section IV discusses some implementation issues and Section V reviews previous work. Finally Section VI has our conclusions.
II. OUR TECHNIQUE
Consider the disk array displayed in Fig. 1 . It consists of two conventional RAID arrays sharing an additional parity disk Q. For the sake of simplicity, we have represented the two arrays as having separate parity disks while we expect their parity blocks to be distributed among the seven disks forming each RAID array.
As Fig. 2 shows, we can define a virtual parity disk P' whose contents are the exclusive or (XOR) of the contents of parity disks P 0 and P 1 . (Had the parity blocks been equally distributed among the seven disks of each array, we would have defined a virtual set of parity blocks.)
Consider now the virtual array formed by the 12 data disks and the virtual parity disk P'. It forms a conventional RAID array that protects its contents against any single disk failure. We propose to use parity disk Q as an additional parity disk to protect the array against two simultaneous disk failures. This can be done by using an EvenOdd scheme [3] , a Row Diagonal Parity (RDP) scheme [5, 11] or any other RAID level 6 organization.
Going back to our original organization, we observe that the two parity disks P 0 and P 1 effectively protect all stored data against any single disk failure. As we have just seen, the three parity disks P 0 , P 1 and Q also protect the same data against any double disk failure. Let us show now that they also protect the array data against most, but not all, triple disk failures.
We observe that our organization will be able to tolerate the failure of:
1. one arbitrary disk in each RAID array plus the shared parity disk Q as each array will be able to recover any lost data; 2. two arbitrary disks in a RAID array plus one arbitrary disk in the other array: the recovery process will be more complicated as we need to recover first any lost data in the second array before handling the double failure in the first disk array using the shared parity disk Q. As seen in Fig. 3 , the only triple failures that will result in a data loss are the failures of:
1. three disks in the same RAID array, or 2. two disks in the same RAID array plus the shared parity disk Q. Since our disk organization comprises 15 disks, it can experience1 · failures, that is, slightly more than 75% of them. More generally, we start with m RAID arrays comprising n disks each. We add to these mn disks an additional shared parity disk Q. We define a virtual parity disk P' that is formed by XORing the parity blocks of the m RAID arrays and form a single RAID level 6 array with the data blocks of the original arrays, the virtual parity disk P' and the shared parity disk Q. 
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Estimating the reliability of a storage system means estimating the probability R(t) that the system will operate correctly over the time interval [0, t] given that it operated correctly at time t = 0. Computing that function requires solving a system of linear differential equations, a task that becomes quickly intractable as the complexity of the system grows. A simpler option is to use instead the mean time to data loss (MTTDL) of the storage system, which is the approach we will take here.
Our system model consists of an array of disks with independent failure modes. When a disk fails, a repair process is immediately initiated for that disk. Should several disks fail, the repair process will be performed in parallel on those disks. We assume that disk failures are independent events and are exponentially distributed with mean λ. In addition, we require repairs to be exponentially distributed with mean μ. Both hypotheses are necessary to represent each system by a Markov process with a finite number of states.
Building an accurate state-transition diagram for our disk organization is a daunting task as we must distinguish between failures of the shared parity disk Q and failures of the other disks as well as between failures of disks belonging to the same disk array and failures of disks belonging to distinct arrays. Instead, we present here a simplified model.
Since disk failures are independent events exponentially distributed with rate λ, the rate at which an array that already has two failed disks will experience a third disk failure is (15 -2)λ = 13λ. Observing there are 455 possible configurations with 3 failed disks out of 15 but 343 of them do not result in a data loss, we will assume that the rate at which a system that has two failed disks will experience a data loss will be (545 -343)×13λ/455 = 1456λ/455. Fig. 4 displays the simplified state transition probability diagram for a pair of RAID arrays with seven disks each and a shared parity disk Q. State <0> represents the normal state of the system when its 15 disks are all operational. A failure of any of these disks would bring the system to state <1>. A failure of a second disk would bring the array into state <2>. A failure of a third disk will either result in a data loss or bring the array to state <3>. Any fourth failure occurring while the array is in state <3> will necessarily result in a data loss.
Repair transitions return the array from state <3> to state <2> then from state <2> to state <1> and, finally, from state <1> to state <0>. Their rates are equal to the number of failed disks times the disk repair rate μ.
The Kolmogorov system of differential equations describing the behavior of the array is
t dp t p t p dt t dp t p t p t p dt t dp t p t p dt t dp where p i (t) is the probability that the system is in state <i> with the initial conditions p 0 (0) = 1 and p i (0) = 0 for i ≠ 0.
The Laplace transforms of these equations are Our performance study would not be complete if we did not compare that MTTDL against that of comparable disk arrays. The three benchmarks we selected were:
1. a pair of RAID arrays with seven disks each, 2. a single RAID level 6 array with 14 disks, 3. a 12-out-of-15 disk array tolerating three disk failures. All three arrays have the same storage capacities as our system, that is, 12 data disks. Deriving the MTTDLs of these three organizations was a fairly easy task because the MTTDL of a pair of RAID arrays is one half of that of a single RAID array and the two other organizations are both m-out-of-n disk arrays. Figures 5 to 7 display their respective state transition probability diagrams. In all three diagrams, state <0> represents the initial state of the array when all disks are operational. Figure 8 displays on a logarithmic scale the MTTDLs achieved by our proposed organization and compares them with the MTTDLs achieved by its three benchmarks. We assumed that the disk failure rate Ȝ was one failure every one hundred thousand hours, that is, slightly less than one failure every eleven years. These values correspond to the high end of the failure rates observed by Pinheiro et al. [25] and Schroeder and Gibson [27] . Disk repair times are expressed in days and MTTDLs in years.
As we can see, adding a shared parity disk to the two RAID arrays increases their MTTDL by at least 14,000 and up to 20,000 percent. Our new organization also bests a RAID level 6 organization with 14 disks by more than 200%. At the same time, it performs significantly worse than the 12-out-of-15 array.
These results were to be expected. . Simplified state transition probability diagram for a pair of RAID arrays with five disks each and a shared parity disk. Fig. 9 shows the simplified state transition probability diagram for the smaller organization. Observe that the failure rates were adjusted to reflect the smaller number of disks. In addition, the rate at which an array that has two failed disks will experience a data loss is now (165 -125)×9λ/165 = 360λ/165.
Using the same techniques as before, we obtain the MTTDL of the smaller organization 10 displays on a logarithmic scale the MTTDLs achieved by our two proposed organizations. As we can see, the smaller organization achieves MTTDLs that are 180 percent higher than those achieved by the larger organization. This should not surprise us because the smaller organization uses three parity disks (or their equivalents) to protect the contents of eight data disks while the larger organization uses the same number of parity disks to protect the contents of twelve data disks. As a result, the smaller organization has a larger redundancy level than the larger one, which translates into a higher MTTDL.
Finally, let us consider the case of a group of three RAID arrays with five disks each and an additional shared parity disk. As seen on failures, that is, 500 out of 560 or about 89 percent. Fig. 12 shows the simplified state transition probability diagram for our third organization. Observe that the rate at which an array that has two failed disks will experience a data loss is (560 -500)×12λ/560 =840λ/500.
Using the same techniques as before, we obtain the MTTDL of our organization Note that our model assumes that all quadruple failures will result in a data loss. This is not true as our disk organization can tolerate some quadruple losses such as the failures of one disk in each RAID array plus the shared parity disk or the failures of two disks in a RAID array plus one disk in each of the two other arrays. We can safely neglect the contributions of these configurations to the MTTDL of the array as long as the disk repair rate μ is much higher than the disk failure rate λ because the probability that our disk organization has four failed disks is then negligible compared to the probability that it has three failed disks.
To estimate the benefits of adding a shared parity disk to a set of three RAID arrays, we also computed the MTTDL of the same arrays without the parity disk. Observing that the MTTDL of a set of three RAID arrays is one third of the MTTDL of an individual array we obtain a single shared parity disk to the three RAID arrays increases their MTTDL by at least 18,000 and up to 277,000 percent. This latter number is not typical as it requires a repair time of half a day or less. Assuming a more typical disk replacement time of two days, we find that adding a shared parity disk to the three RAID arrays increases their MTTDL by slightly more than 68,000 percent.
There are three issues we should mention concerning the accuracy of our results. First, we assumed that failure occurrences and repair times followed exponential laws. This is not true for real disk populations since failures and repair time distributions have much smaller coefficients of variation than the exponential distribution. Second, we assumed a constant failure rate λ over the lifetime of the array. In reality, disk failure rates tend to decrease over the first few months of the disk lifetime then remain constant for a few years and increase again as the disk wears out.
Finally, we used MTTDL to represent the reliability of disk arrays. MTTDLs characterize fairly well the behavior of disk arrays that would remain in service until they fail without being replaced for any reason other than a device failure. This is rarely the case as disk arrays are typically replaced after five to seven years, that is, well before they experience any failure. Since MTTDLs do not take into account this relatively short lifetime, they tend to overestimate the probability of a data loss over this lifetime. This effect remains negligible as long as the time to repair an individual disk is at least one thousand times shorter than its mean time to failure.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
The main limitation of our proposal is the heavy burden it puts on the shared parity disk Q, which has to be updated every time either of the two arrays is updated. We propose to discuss here some of the possible options.
The simplest solution to this problem is to restrict the application of our technique to archival data. Since these data are not typically altered once the archive has been created, the shared parity disk will have to handle few or no updates over the lifetime of the archive. One attractive option would be to rely on the protection offered by the RAID arrays while the archive is being created, and to postpone the additional protection offered by the shared parity disk until the archive has become stable.
Another option would be to increase the throughput for the shared parity disk. For instance, we could add to the disk a dedicated microprocessor and a sufficient amount of non-volatile storage to increase the disk bandwidth. A more attractive option would be to use storage class memories (SCMs). Unlike magnetic disks and MEMS [6] , these new devices have no moving parts. In addition, they do not suffer from the write-speed limitations of flash memory. SCMs [19] are expected to have much faster access times than magnetic disks and data rates varying between 200 and 1,000 MB/s. In addition, their mean times to fail (MTTFs) are expected to exceed ten million hours and their write endurance to reach one billion write cycles.
Recall that the only triple failures that will result in a data loss are the failures of:
1. three data disks in the same RAID array, or 2. two disks in the same RAID array plus the shared parity disk Q. This means that replacing the shared parity disk by a shared parity SCM would dramatically reduce the probability of observing a simultaneous failure of the shared parity device and two data disks in the same array. Having a much faster and much more reliable shared parity device would also allow us to let four or maybe more RAID arrays share a single SCM parity device, thus amortizing the higher cost of the new device over a larger number of protected disks.
An interesting consequence of this approach is that the failure of three disks in the same RAID array would become the dominant failure mode for our system. Excluding acts of God, such as fires, floods and thunderstorms, there are two main contributing factors for triple disk failures within a relatively small set of disks. First, the excessive heat produced by a failing disk can affect the neighboring disks. Second, we could observe a rapid succession of disk failures among disks belonging to the same production batch as a result of the manifestation of a hidden common defect in most, if not all, disk drives belonging to that batch.
Fortunately for us, there are easy defenses against these two risk factors. First, we should not place disks that belong to the same RAID array too close to each other. Second, we should try as much as possible to use disk drives belonging to different production batches in each RAID array.
V. PREVIOUS WORK Increases in data volumes inevitably result in larger numbers of devices, which in turn result in an increased likelihood of multi-device failures, and so there has been a significant amount of work on schemes to tolerate multidevice failures. Traditional RAID schemes aimed at surviving the loss of an individual device within an array [9, 20] , and with variations of RAID-6 (and its various implementations) the goal was to survive the loss of two devices within an array [15, 21, 22] . EvenOdd and RowDiagonal Parity are also parity-based schemes capable of surviving two-device failures [3, 5, 11] . The common goal of all these schemes was to survive the requisite number of device failures while attempting to minimize the total space sacrificed for redundant storage.
Other parity-based redundancy schemes included STAR, HoVer, GRID, and Bˆ, the latter of which typified the tendency of such approaches to focus on the data layout pattern, independent of the number of underlying devices [13, 14, 18, 29] . Typically, these data layouts were subsequently declustered data across homogenous, uniform, devices, and the majority could be classified as variations of low-density parity-codes similar to those used for erasure coding in the communications domain, such as the Luby LT codes, and their Tornado and Raptor variants [16, 17, 28] . Similar to the scheme we propose, HoVer and the more general GRID used parity-based layouts based on strips arranged in two or more dimensions. All these layouts all assumed uniform homogenous devices, and largely competed on their space efficiency [30, 33] , or their ability to survive more than two device failures [14, 31] .
Redundant layouts such as Bˆ, Weaver codes [12] , and our own SSPiRAL schemes [1, 2, 8,] departed from this trend, and offered redundant layouts that strictly limited the number of devices contributing to parity calculations, thereby offering a practical scheme for greater numbers of devices than those typically found in RAID arrays. SSPiRAL layouts were novel in their focus on individual device failures having potentially differing impact on the survivability of data. Self-repairing disk arrays constitute another worthwhile option: these arrays reorganize themselves whenever they experience a disk failure and return to their original configuration once the failed disks are replaced [23] .
Wildani et al. [32] recently proposed a multi-level redundancy scheme for archival stores. They partition each disk into fixed-size "disklets" and use these disklets to form conventional RAID stripes. They group these stripes into larger units, called "supergroups," and add to each supergroup one or more "superparity" devices. As we mentioned earlier, the main advantage of the scheme is the higher reliability it provides, as superparity devices can participate in the recovery of reliability stripes that cannot recover on their own.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new disk array organization that increases the reliability of RAID level 5 arrays used for storing archival data by adding to small groups of RAID arrays an additional disk containing the diagonal parities of the arrays. We show that the new organization can tolerate all double disk failures and from 75 to 89 percent of triple disk failures without incurring any data loss. As a result, the additional parity disk increases the mean time to data loss of each array pair by at least 14,000 percent.
More work is still needed to evaluate the benefits of using solid state devices, such as storage-class memories for the shared parity disk.
